We describe a strategy for identifying the universe of research publications relating to the application and development of artificial intelligence. The approach leverages arXiv's corpus of scientific preprints, in which authors choose subject tags for their papers from a set defined by editors. We compose from these subjects a functional definition of AI-relevance with intuitive components, by learning the subject definitions from paper metadata, and then inferring the arXiv-subject labels of papers in Web of Science. We find predictive classification F 1 scores between .59 and .86 for AI-relevant subject models. For an all-subjects model, we see precision of .83 and recall of .85. We evaluate the out-of-domain performance of our classifiers against other sources of subject information and results from other methods. We find that for the high-level fields of study represented on arXiv, a supervised solution can generalize for inference in other corpora. This offers a method for identifying AI-relevant publications that updates at the pace of research output, without reliance on subject-matter experts for query development or labeling.
defined by the participation of an expert community. 3 Additionally, arXiv's implicit definition of subjects has the highly desirable characteristic of updating in real time, as opposed to less-favorable approaches that rely on keyword curation or annotation by subject-matter experts. Those alternatives tend to require maintenance over time, and as we demonstrate, a query that subject-matter experts calibrate to retrieve AI-relevant publications in 2019 may struggle to surface those from 2010.
We are keenly aware that the subjects comprising AI research and applications are contestable. Rather than argue for a single delineation, we offer an approach which requires only that an operational definition is composable from the subjects available to arXiv authors. The sensitivity of all subsequent analysis to that choice of relevant subjects can be assessed through ablation. Researchers may also add or remove particular subjects as appropriate for their analyses.
We implement this approach by training SciBERT [4] classifiers on arXiv metadata and subject labels. Using the arXiv-trained models, we infer the subject relevance of papers in other corpora. The premise of identifying AI-relevant publications in this way is that a model trained on arXiv data will successfully generalize to other sets of publication data, which may significantly differ in content and subject distribution. This approach seems plausible when leveraging SciBERT's pre-training, but the risk of overfitting to arXiv and gaps in its coverage are concerns we address below with a series of results.
First, to assess performance within arXiv, we partition the data and evaluate our models on a test set. We observe F 1 scores between .59 and .86 for one-versus-all subject models, and .84 for a model trained on labels collapsed to indicate AI-relevance for papers in any of these subjects. For comparison, we also assess a keyword-query solution and a keyword-learner hybrid developed for a recent bibliometric analysis of AI-relevant publications in Scopus [1] . Evaluation against arXiv labels yields F 1 scores of .55 and .66, respectively, for these methods.
We then report results from applying the models to Web of Science (WoS) publications. 4 In the absence of ground-truth arXiv labels throughout WoS, we assess out-of-domain performance using other sources of topical information. We demonstrate rates of predicted subject relevance in selected journals, conference proceedings, and WoS categories. We find that for the high-level fields of study represented on arXiv, generalizing for inference in other corpora is feasible. This offers a method for identifying AI-relevant publications that updates at the pace of research output, without reliance on subject-matter experts for query development or labeling.
by Russell and Norvig [20] , definitions may emphasize behavior or reasoning, and evaluate it against human or rational standards. In recent survey research [12] , AI researchers tended to prefer definitions that emphasized the correctness of decisions and actions, but often disagreed on what satisfied these requirements.
Our own interest in connecting policymakers to high-quality analysis of AI and its security implications 6 requires an AI definition that is robust over time and covers both research and applications. As AI methods, tasks, and applications increase in diversity, expert-informed queries become increasingly impractical. The solution discussed within this paper is most applicable to the AI research community's output, but the general approach applies to a wide variety of dynamic classifier-based definitions across many types of textual source materials. We therefore require criteria for identifying publications describing AI research or its applications that embrace variation in definitions across contexts and time.
3 Data arXiv is organized into high-level domain repositories for physics, biology, computer science, statistics, and so forth. Each of these repositories further defines a set of subjects to organize its content. Authors select one or more subjects to describe each paper they submit. Editors later review these subject tags [6] . arXiv's Computing Research Repository (CoRR) defines 39 subjects including artificial intelligence and machine learning. 7 We focus in this paper on six subjects that CoRR editors describe as related to AI: Artificial Intelligence, Computation and Language (NLP), Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CV), Machine Learning, 8 Multiagent Systems, and Robotics. According to CoRR documentation, the Artificial Intelligence subject "[c]overs all areas of AI except Vision, Robotics, Machine Learning, Multiagent Systems, and Computation and Language (Natural Language Processing)," because these areas have their own subjects. It specifically "includes Expert Systems, Theorem Proving [...], Knowledge Representation, Planning, and Uncertainty in AI." The Machine Learning subject "[c]overs all aspects of machine learning research [and] is also an appropriate primary category for applications of machine learning methods." Because these applications may have their own subject areas, CoRR documentation specifies, "If the primary domain of the application is available as another category in arXiv and readers of that category would be the main audience, that category should be primary." Some explicit examples of this are papers on CV, NLP, information retrieval, speech recognition, and neural networks. 9 Using arXiv submissions in these categories as training data for subject classifiers, and defining AI-relevant research as the union of their positive predictions, is a useful framework for future researchers who may have differing needs or views on what constitutes AI. Adding Neural and Evolutionary Computing or Information Retrieval papers might be warranted in future work. We exclude them here for consistency with the CoRR editors' description of the Artifical Intelligence subject, but in practice, we suggest evaluating how sensitive quantities of interest are to these choices.
The compositional effect of including or excluding some subjects will be modest due to patterns of cross-posting papers across related subjects. There are 3,464 papers in our data with Information Retrieval as their primary subject, and 42% also appear in one or more of the six subjects we consider AI-relevant here. Of the 2,942 papers with the primary category of Neural and Evolutionary Computing, 39% are cross-posted to at least one of our AI-relevant subjects, primarily Machine Learning.
From 2010 through 2019, authors submitted 1,060,321 papers to arXiv. 10 The largest repositories at the end of this decade, counting by papers' primary subjects, are physics (540,692), math (270,244), and computer science (194,627). Table 1 shows paper counts in the six computer science subjects we consider relevant. There are 85,670 whose primary subject, the first selected by authors, is one of these six. Authors can cross-post their papers under additional subjects, however, and when including these cross-posts there are 107,380 papers across the relevant subjects.
Our target for inference is the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection. Training on arXiv is appealing for reasons we have described, but we ultimately care about performance in WoS or other more general knowledge bases, and many 6 The Center for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET) studies the security impacts of emerging technologies and delivers nonpartisan analysis to the policy community. See examples of reports that are dependent on various AI definitions at https: //cset.georgetown.edu/reports. 7 See https://arxiv.org/category_taxonomy. 8 We include machine learning papers from the statistics repository (stat.ML) in this subject. Cross-posting between the two categories is automatic. 9 https://arxiv.org/corr/subjectclasses. 10 We restrict this effort to the last decade of arXiv papers to ensure reasonable numbers of papers in each subject in every year. 
Learning from arXiv
Our baseline solution uses keyword matches to identify AI-relevant publications. We use 100 terms and patterns that we developed for a variety of document retrieval tasks in early Spring 2019, in a manual process: we reviewed search results and adapted the term list, and iterated until satsified. (See Appendix A.) If one of these terms is present in the title or abstract of a publication, we consider that publication AI-relevant. Our expectation was that this approach would achieve reasonable precision but low recall. When tested against arXiv papers, considering papers in any of the six chosen subjects to be AI-relevant, we observe precision of .76 and recall of .43 (F 1 = .55).
A second approach for comparison is a keyword-classifier hybrid developed by Elsevier [22] as part of a bibliometric study of AI. The Elsevier group first extracted candidate terms from diverse textual sources, drawing from syllabi, books, patents, textbooks, the Cooperative Patent Classification scheme, 12 and AI news coverage. 13 The initial result was 800,000 keywords, which the group iteratively reduced to 797 distinct and specific terms.
The Elsevier team solicited comments on this set of terms from outside subject-matter experts. Characteristically [12] , however, these experts could not agree on any common set of keywords "representative enough to scope the breadth of the field and [...] specific enough to AI" [22] . The solution was for internal experts to score the terms on a three-point scale, and then task the outside experts with labeling a collection of publications that included the keywords. This account illustrates the difficulty of delineating the field by consensus, and the investment that expert labeling entails.
Ultimately, incidence of the 797 terms in the input text was the basis for a series of features: variously weighted counts and proportions of lower-and higher-scoring terms in title and abstract text. Following [22] , we apply a random forest model to learn weights for these features using a training set drawn from the arXiv corpus. 14 We depart from a replication of the Elsevier method by training on arXiv, and the implementation details of doing so may not correspond with the original work. Using a grid search to tune hyperparameter values and evaluating performance through cross-validation, we see precision of .74 and recall of .49 (F 1 = .59) in prediction of AI-relevant articles. These results outperform our baseline keyword solution. 15 Lastly, we apply SciBERT [4] , a BERT [7] model pre-trained on full text from Semantic Scholar then frozen and used to embed the title and abstract text of publications for classification. We first consider papers tagged with any of the six subjects to be AI-relevant and train a binary "all subjects" classifier. In evaluation on the arXiv test set, we find improvements from SciBERT over the previous methods, with precision of .83 and recall of .85 (F 1 = .84).
We also train classifiers for AI-relevant subjects separately, one-versus-all. 16 This effort is successful for the three subjects that correspond with well-defined application fields: NLP (F 1 = .86), Computer Vision (F 1 = .84) and Robotics (F 1 = .75).
We see lower performance from a Machine Learning subject model (F 1 = .59), which suffers from comparatively low recall. Learning the Multiagent Systems and Artificial Intelligence subjects is more challenging, and we leave it to future work. There are very few examples of Multiagent Systems papers (only 2,602, of which 985 have cs.MA as their primary subject). The Artificial Intelligence subject is larger (19,964 papers), but defined so as to exclude papers that belong in any of the other AI-relevant subjects. As described above, it "includes Expert Systems, Theorem Proving [...], Knowledge Representation, Planning, and Uncertainty in AI." The result is that more than half the papers in the Artificial Intelligence subject are cross-posts from another subject, and we speculate that this leads to greater heterogeneity.
In Table 2 , we summarize the performance of the baseline keyword solution, the Elsevier method, and the SciBERT models. The all-subjects SciBERT model outperforms the alternative methods in the test data, and in comparison with the keyword-reliant solutions, we find appealing the availability of real-time updates from new arXiv content and the straightforward decomposability of AI-relevant research into subjects like computer vision. The keyword solution performs best in the year we developed it, 2019, with F 1 of .61, and declines steadily in prior years. (See Figure 1 .) This variation is unsurprising in a fast-moving field. Elsevier's model and the SciBERT all-subjects model exhibit the same pattern, but for different reasons. Higher performance from the supervised methods in more recent years is due in large part to longitudinal imbalance in the training data. 17 The appropriate response is context-sensitive, because the expansion of arXiv since 2010 is attributable to its popularity relative to traditional journals, the growth of the particular fields arXiv covers, and secular trends in research output. When training a classifier on arXiv for inference in WoS or elsewhere, one might seek the highest performance overall or prefer stable performance within strata meaningful in downstream analysis. We suggest comparing the performance of a single model to that of period-specific models if inference focuses on time-series measures. ElsevierAI CSETKeywords
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Generalization
Because we lack gold labels for straightforward estimation of the models' performance in WoS, we evaluate their predictions by comparison to other indicators of subject information. Figure 2 shows the proportion of articles predicted relevant by each subject model in a set of AI and ML journals available in WoS.
The Artificial Intelligence subject model shows high rates of positive predictions across many of the journals: 96% of the articles in Journal of AI Research, for example, and 87% in Journal of Machine Learning Research. The ML model also identifies a large number of articles as relevant. By comparison, the positive predictions of the NLP, CV, and Robotics models are far more restricted to domain-specific journals. Figure 3 shows the positive-prediction rates for conference proceedings. Here, the Multiagent Systems model identifies 93-94% of Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems articles as relevant, while the NLP model flags 98-99% of proceedings from the three NLP conferences. The AI model is once again less subject-specific, as is the ML model to a lesser degree.
Lastly, we report the proportion of each WoS category predicted relevant by the subject models. Figure 4 contains a set of fields represented to some degree on arXiv, primarily in quantitative disciplines. Although without labeled data we cannot report accuracy scores, the highest proportions are in plausible categories: robotics, imaging, remote sensing, computer science, and automation and control systems. We exclude from inference the WoS categories whose contents are unlikely to overlap with arXiv's. (See Appendix B.) 
Conclusion
Our results demonstrate high classification performance from SciBERT [4] models applied to learning arXiv subjects. Although we did not evaluate SciBERT against a comparable BERT model pre-trained on Wikipedia and the BookCorpus [7] , we attribute some of this performance to transfer learning via SciBERT's embedding of scientific vocabulary after pre-training on Semantic Scholar. Within the set of topics the models saw in training on arXiv papers, inference in WoS appears feasible: we observe plausible rates of predicted relevance in conference proceedings, journal articles, and the journal-based categories in WoS.
Looking forward, manual annotation is the obvious solution to our lack of labeled examples in WoS. However, developing guidelines for labeling publications for AI-relevance would require addressing definitional questions we sidestepped in this work; it would represent a departure from using the implicit delineation of the field provided by arXiv preprints. But we anticipate that labeling examples to approximate the boundaries of arXiv subjects, like NLP and computer vision, is far more tractable than manual labeling for AI relevance.
The arXiv corpus exhibits a class imbalance of about 9:1 in favor of negative examples. In WoS, whose topical coverage is broader, we assume the true imbalance is greater. The appropriate tuning for class performance will depend on the application.
Another major direction for future work is expanding domain generalizibility, particularly in potential application areas. We have substantive interest in papers on topics unavailable in arXiv, from agriculture to medicine. We would consider reports of AI applications in trade journals to be AI-relevant in principle, for example, but we focus in this paper on a delineation of the field whose implementation may not include them. To expand into these areas, we anticipate leveraging bibliometric data in addition to text: applying scientometric methods to extend the identification of publications describing the development and applications of AI beyond arXiv's coverage. C Results Table C .1: Keyword performance in the complete arXiv corpus is highest in 2019. Its decline in earlier years suggests the need for continuous maintenance of term lists. Scores are given for the positive class and the support column refers to the number of AI-relevant articles.
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